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Above The bigger kid’s dining room with wooden floor.
Dear Welcome Home Friends and Fam
Family,

May was a hectic month. We asked the landlord to
come and check the buildings in April because of the
number of large cracks in the walls and sinking floors.
Above: Double orphan girl admitted this past week.
In mid May we moved all the babies down to our Kingdom Life Training School to stay and completely emptied the main house. The building had to be checked
by a structural engineer to determine if restoration
could begin. The great news is that the place can be
restored. The main problem was caused by the big
kid’s dining room having no cement floor just wooden
tile on dirt. They dug down deeply in the dining room
to make sure there are no underground water issues.

Above: Our social worker at computer class

Above: English class for many of our staff.

Above: not accepted by family, welcomed by us..

Above: Looking into the dining room from the front entry.

Above: Mumma Stella is often used as a model.

There continues to be a stream of needy children
coming in. Some abandoned and some orphaned.
Some of our staff are studying to improve their skills
and communication. The children need the staff to be
able to communicate to them in English.
We were able to give 6 donated computers to Jinja
Police Station so they can keep easier records. It will
be a big help to us as they have many of children’s
records. In the past it’s taken them months to find one.
Above: The most popular and most worn toy.

Blessings from Mandy
and Your Welcome Home Fam
Family

Above: Helping the police to be able to help us

SMALL OR SICK 13 Catherine, Claire, Elijah, Jonathan, Joshua, Joshua, Kenneth, Melissa, Patience, Paul. Peter, Ruth, Sarah BIG BABIES 13 Alan, Alex, Arnold, Jane, Jairus,
Jemima, Jonathan, Lydia Freda, Maria, Michael, Moses, Noah, Shanita, TODDLERS 29 Abigail, Alibert, Calvin, Edith, Elizabeth 1, Elizabeth 2, Emmanuel O, Erina, Ethan,
Francis, Hope, James, Jenny, Jeremy, Jess, John, Joy, Loy, Mark, Moses, Naume, Pauline, Peter, Phillip O, Precious, Ruth, Sarah, Simone, Steven.
[NEW (bold), MOVED(Underlined) Twins not Shown] 0 children just gone to forever families
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